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Gold Is Doing It Again?
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Gold is trading really close to its 2011 all-time high. This is obviously a critical level for the
future of gold prices.

Historically  gold  in  US  dollars  often  clears  significant  all-time  highs  only  some  time  after
significant currencies like the Euro and British pound.

This is mainly due to US dollar behaviour during times of significant risk aversion, like we’ve
had this year and 2008, for example.

The following charts comparing gold in USD, in GBP and in Euro shows just that:

Gold in USD only surpassed its significant March 2008 high about a year after gold in GBP
and Euro did it. We have a similar setup where gold in GBP and Euro already hit their 2012
high around August 2019.

Both GBP gold and Euro gold are sitting comfortably above their 2012 high. History strongly
suggests that USD gold will follow and get comfortably above the 2012 high real soon.

The US dollar cycle has turned and is likely to be under severe pressure over the coming
months. This will significantly support USD gold prices.

The following chart (with analysis here) shows the US Dollar Index from a long-term point of
view:
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This suggest that we are in a part of the US dollar cycle between points 4 and 5, which is
similar to the late 70s. Gold is likely to emulate the late 70s performance where it went from
about $100 to $850 on the back of US dollar decline.

*
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This article was originally published on the author’s blog site, Hubert Moolman on GOLD and
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